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About CSET and ETO

• Georgetown’s Center for Security and Emerging 
Technology analyzes emerging technologies and 

their security implications

• Over 60 interdisciplinary staff, including a 14-person data 
science and engineering team

• CSET’s Emerging Technology Observatory (ETO) 

builds public data resources - tools, visualizations, 
and datasets - to inform critical decisions on 

emerging tech issues
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The Map of Science in Brief

• The Map of Science is ETO’s flagship tool for exploring research literature 
across topics, sources, languages and geographies

• Applies citation-based clustering to detailed metadata on 200 million+

academic articles extracted from public-access and commercial datasets

• Core function: help users quickly pinpoint and characterize key trends 

and groupings in the research literature landscape 
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How the Map Works

Group 200m+ articles 

into ~110k clusters 

based solely on citation 
patterns

○ Maximizing 

modularity of citation

○ Each cluster is set of 

related research 
questions or 

techniques 
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2D visualization of the Map clusters (fastest-growing 10% highlighted; 

clusters with more intercluster citation links are closer together)

For more information: ETO 

documentation, Rahkovsky et al. 2021

https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?growth_3yr_p_rank=90%2C100&showUnselected=True&cols=cluster_id%2Ccset_extracted_phrase%2Cclass_arts%2Cgrowth_3yr_p_rank%2CNP%2Ccitation_percentile%2Cage%2Cn_patents_percentile
https://eto.tech/tool-docs/mos/
https://eto.tech/tool-docs/mos/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frma.2021.630124/full


The Map in practice

Switch to detail view to 

understand any 

particular cluster in 
depth
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The Map in practice
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What Does This Mean for Funders? 

• Funder search is hard 

• Publications tend to be inconsistent in how affiliated institutions are 
recorded and spelled 

• Data sources amplify this problem as we attempt to deduplicate & 
combine metadata 

• Clusters aggregate metadata - if you’re not in the top 10 for the cluster, 
you’re not able to be found

• The Map was originally built for high-level trend analysis and 
horizon scanning – but you can look for orgs among the trends

• Not built to track individuals or labs
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What Does This Mean for Funders? 
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Using the Map to assess funding strategy

• Is our organization active in notable clusters?
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Using the Map to assess funding strategy

• Is our organization active in notable clusters?
• “Pure” bibliometric impact indicators:
• Clusters with high growth (high number of recent publications)

• Highly cited clusters

• Highly cited and high growth

• Clusters expected to grow extremely fast
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https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?growth_3yr_p_rank=75%2C100&all_subjects=Medicine&mode=map
https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?all_subjects=Medicine&citation_percentile=66%2C88&mode=map
https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?all_subjects=Medicine&citation_percentile=66%2C88&growth_3yr_p_rank=75%2C100&mode=map
https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?all_subjects=Medicine&x_growth_pred=True&mode=map


Using the Map to assess funding strategy

• Is our organization active in notable clusters?
• Patenting impact indicators:
• Clusters with high patent impact (patents citing to the cluster)

• Clusters with broad patent impact (% of articles with citing patents)
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https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?all_subjects=Medicine&n_patents_percentile=90%2C100&mode=list&cols=cluster_id%2Cclass_arts%2Ccset_extracted_phrase%2CNP%2Cgrowth_3yr_p_rank%2Cn_patents%2Cfrac_papers_cited
https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?all_subjects=Medicine&n_patents_percentile=90%2C100&mode=list&cols=cluster_id%2Cclass_arts%2Ccset_extracted_phrase%2CNP%2Cgrowth_3yr_p_rank%2Cn_patents%2Cfrac_papers_cited


Using the Map to assess funding strategy

• Is our organization active in notable clusters?
• Other indicators of strategic interest
• Interdisciplinary clusters

• “AI+” clusters

• Clusters where other organizations of interest are active
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https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?all_subjects=Cardiology%2CSurgery&useConjunction=True&mode=map
https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?all_subjects=Cardiology%2CArtificial+intelligence&useConjunction=True&mode=map
https://sciencemap.eto.tech/?all_subjects=Cardiology&author_affiliation=Pennsylvania+State+University&useConjunction=True&mode=list


Other Tools

• Methodologies (if existing dataset of research literature)  
• Datasets (if not) 
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Other Tools

• Methodologies 
• Targeted funder/organization search is easier than corpus-wide 

monitoring
• Removes the aggregation effect of our Map of Science
• Especially if doing this once a year/infrequently

• Data Mining
• Text extraction of funders, recipients, grant programs, citations, 

research topics
• Hard, expensive, lots of upkeep
• Requires database management, entity extraction & resolution, and 

consistent upkeep  
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Other Tools

• Datasets 
• OpenAlex - publicly available corpus of research literature

• One of the contributing sources to our Map of Science

• Bulk data or user-friendly UI with full-text or funder search 
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https://docs.openalex.org/additional-help/faq
https://openalex.org/
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Other Tools

• Datasets 
• OpenAlex - publicly available corpus of research literature

• One of the contributing sources to our Map of Science

• Bulk data or user-friendly UI with funder search 

• Downsides 

• Available stats are useful, but not customizable
• Limits the amount of insight you can get into impact  
• Ex. citations per year would not be available, just total citations 

• Just one data source with its own collection/availability issues 
• However, HRA members might be better represented in these types of 

aggregators 
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Other Tools

• Datasets 
• Dimensions - a cross-cutting data aggregator and service provider 

• Grants, publications, patents* 
• More holistic approach to “impact” than looking solely at research 

• Pre-generated metadata 
• Entity extraction & resolution, funders, funding amount, etc. 

• No need for in-house time/resources

• Centralized data & straightforward document linkage 

• Available technical assistance 
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eto.tech • @emergingtechobs • cset_eto@georgetown.edu

Christian Schoeberl, CSET Data Research Analyst: christian.schoeberl@georgetown.edu

Zachary Arnold, ETO Analytic Lead: zachary.arnold@georgetown.edu


